packing day
akihabara, tokyo

okay, everyone's seen the
list? We've got 19 items to
go in each box, plus the
letters from kids overseas.

shall we do them six boxes at a
time? that way we'll be sure every
box has everything in it. can you
guys bring over two more boxes?

sure thing!

ten kilos of rice go in every box, but
we've got two brands of rice and they
come in different size bags. so one
10-kilo bag or two 5-kilo bags, okay?

after packing the boxes, the
real fun begins ... packing
the boxes into the truck!

rice, dried noodles, soy sauce, miso, mirin, cooking oil, dried seaweed,
dry gluten, dried radish, microwaveable side dishes, potato flakes, curry
sauce, tsuyu, dashi, bonito flakes, brown sugar, sewing kit, letter

these boxes are almost
finished. who's got the
letters from the kids?
we've got letters from kids in the united states,
united kingdom and israel. they're a great addition
to the food boxes; they really make them personal.

do these boxes have
dashi in them yet?

we've got two kinds of
dashi: katsuo and konbu.
every box gets both.
this is the katsuo. the
konbu is already in there.

we write "not for resale" on these bags
of rice. we've never had a problem, but
it protects and reassures the donors.

we've got storage space
here in akihabara, but the big
warehouse is in saitama.

we basically do the same work as a
courier company, except that we have to
source the goods to be transported ...

who wants lemonade?

... and source the customers
who will receive them!

not exactly lemonade, to be honest, since we
don't have enough lemonade packets, but more
like ... lemon-scented water. it's cold, though!
will all those
boxes fit?

probably not. whatever's left
over will have to go next week.

it's getting late. let's get
these boxes on the truck!

we can only really stack the
boxes five high, so i'd guess we'll
have to leave around 25 behind.
yanagitani-san, where's
this going tonight?

minami sanriku.
we leave at 9:00.

so who gets these packages
up in minami sanriku?

there are around 1,400 households
living in temporary housing in minami
sanriku. these packages are distributed
among them to those who need help.

many of the people living in temporary housing are
fishermen who lost everything in the tsunami – their
homes, their boats, and their ability to earn a living.

until they can get back on their feet,
they're happy to have a helping hand.
we'll be able to squeeze
almost all of it in, i think.

this is the last pallet we'll have room
for. how's the space looking in there?

you pass me the boxes, nishimotosan, and i'll lift them into the
truck. i'm stronger than you are.

only room for
two more, guys.

but not as handsome,
you have to admit.

easily. and on what, the
hottest day of the year so
far? or second hottest?

maybe second hottest, but most
humid. i feel like we've been
working in a swimming pool!

we'll get a second opinion
from takahara-san.

can you handle those on
your own, strongman?

that's it, then! good work!

i told you the fun part
would be packing the truck!
that's it until next week, anyway!

おつかれさまです！
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i admit nothing!

